
Full   Text   of   the   Service        Sunday,   April   18,   2021   
_______________________________________________________________________________________   
  

PRELUDE   MUSIC Summit,   by   Craig   Hansen   
  

PRELUDE   SILENCE:   say   their   names     https://sayevery.name/say-their-names-list        
  

GIVING   VOICE   TO   THE   SPIRIT   -    Carol   Caouette        
Hand   in   Hand    (The   Day’s   Gonna   Come   When   I   Won’t   March   No   More)        Jayanthi   Kyle   
Walks   Cannot   End   All   These   Walks   Rev   Delonte   Gholston       Carol,    LIVE     
Over   My   Head   
  

WELCOME   -   Jillian   Lampert       
Good   morning,   and   welcome   everyone,   to   White   Bear   Unitarian   Universalist   Church.   I   am   Jillian   Lampert   
[pronouns],   serving   on   your   Board   of   Directors.    
  

Service   participants   today   include   Rev.   Sara   Goodman,   Nico   Van   Ostrand,   Amy   Peterson   Derrick,   Carol   
Caouette   and   Victoria   Safford,   supported   by   Erin   Scott   and   Anna   Gehres.    Music   today   is   from   Carol   Caouette,   
Craig   Hansen,   and   the   Charlotte’s   Web   Ensemble.     
  

If   you’re   visiting   us   today,   we   warmly   invite   you   to   a   brief   welcome   orientation   with   ministry   staff   right   after   the   
service.   And   at   11:15,   we   hope   everyone   will   join   us   for   Cyber   Social   Hour.    We’ll   put   the   Zoom   link   and   easy   
instructions   in   the   chat   box.     
  

Our   2021   Pledge   Campaign   is   almost   complete.   We’re   more   than   90%   of   the   way   to   our   goal   of   $920,000.   
THANK   YOU   TO   EVERYONE   WHO’S   MADE   A   PLEDGE   -   a   promise   -   TO   SUPPORT   OUR   CONGREGATION   
IN   THE   COMING   YEAR.     Volunteers   will   start   making   calls   this   week   to   remind   everyone   else   who   may   wish   
to   help.    You   can   save   us   a   step   by   clicking   on   the   link   in   the   chat.   We   know   this   year   has   been   difficult   for   
some;    if   you’re   unable   to   make   a   pledge,   please   let   us   know   by   clicking   on   the   link   and   pledging   0,   or   by   
contacting   the   church   office.    Thank   you   all!     
  

Welcome   to   our   church.   Together   we   grow   our   souls,   and   serve   the   world   in   love.     
  

CALL   TO   WORSHIP      -   V.   Safford      (Rev.   Rebecca   Edmiston   Lange,   adapted)  
Come   in   
Come   into   this   space   which   we   make   holy   by   our   presence.     
Come   in   with   all   your   vulnerabilities   and   strengths,    
fears   and   anxieties,   loves   and   hopes,   
for   here   you   need   not   hide,   nor   pretend,     
nor   be   anything   other   than   who   you   are     
and   who   you   are   called   to   be.   
Come   into   this   space   where   we   can   heal   and   be   healed,   forgive   and   be   forgiven.   
Come   into   this   space   where   the   ordinary   is   sanctified,     
the   human   is   celebrated,   the   compassionate   is   expected.   
Come   into   this   space   –     
Together   we   make   it   a   holy   space.     
    

Rev.   Sara   Goodman   will   light   the   chalice.     
  

https://sayevery.name/say-their-names-list


LIGHTING   THE   CHALICE         Rev.   Goodman      (no   text   available)     
  

OPENING   WORDS    (in   unison)          
Love   is   the   spirit   of   this   church,   and   service   is   its   law.   This   is   our   great   covenant:   
to   dwell   together   in   peace,   to   seek   the   truth   in   love,   and   to   help   one   another      

    
HYMN   Wade   in   the   Water     

  
STORY   -   Nico   Van   Ostrand   and   Amy   Peterson   Derrick      
  

Nico:    Amy   and   I   are   both   with   you   all   this   morning--often   when   you   see   either   of   us   we   are   sharing   a   story   or   a   
practice   with   you.   Whatever   we   are   sharing,   it   is   an   invitation   to   hold   the   story   or   practice   all   together   with   the   
other   members   of   our   Unitarian   Universalist   community.   
  

Another   thing   that   Amy   and   I   do   a   lot   is   talk   about   feelings,   partly   because   this   is   one   way   we   can   welcome   
each   other’s   full   selves,   and   partly   because   our   feelings   are   another   thing   we   can   count   on   one   another   to   help   
hold.   
  

This   week,   when   I   learned   that   a   young   Black   man   named   Daunte   Wright   was   killed   by   police,   I   felt   sad   and   
tired.   The   images   I   saw   on   the   news   and   social   media   made   me   feel   worried   for   people   I   love,   and   angry   that   I   
have   to   worry   for   them.   I   even   felt   numb   for   a   while,   because   sometimes   the   feelings   are   so   big   that   I   can’t   hold   
them   all   at   once,   so   my   body   helps   protect   me   by   pressing   pause   for   an   hour   or   two   so   I   can   rest   before   feeling   
those   big,   complicated   feelings   again.   
  

Amy:   
In   our   Unitarian   Universalist   community,   we   make   space   to   talk   about   feelings   with   one   another   because   it   
takes   practice   to   learn   how   to   listen   to   and   to   understand   the   things   we   feel   deep   inside.   We   make   space   to   
talk   about   feelings   because   it   takes   practice   to   learn   how   to   deeply   listen   to   what   others   are   sharing   with   us,   
too.   Sometimes   it   can   feel   hard   for   me   to   listen   to   the   feelings   that   others   share   with   me   or   even   to   listen   to   the   
feelings   I   have   inside.   Sometimes   I   feel   really   sad,   or   confused,   or   uncomfortable,   or   just   feel   like   I   really   want   
to   do   something.     
  

But   then   I   remember   that   I   have   to   practice   listening   first   so   I   can   learn   what   the   next   right   thing   might   be.   And   I   
remember   that   I   have   a   church   community   that   can   help   me   remember   to   do   the   hard   work   of   deeply   listening.     
  

This   morning,   we   are   going   to   invite   you   into   a   practice   of   holding   space   for   listening   together--space   for   
listening   to   and   holding   our   own   feelings,   whatever   they   are,   and   for   learning   about   other   people’s   feelings   and   
what   others   might   need   from   us.     
    

Nico:    We   don’t   have   solutions   to   offer   you   today,   or   at   least   not   one   beautifully   packaged   answer   for   how   to   
hold   messy   feelings   when   the   community   is   suffering.   But   I   can   offer   you   a   practice,   and   offer   to   do   that   
practice   together   with   you   this   morning.   
  

Let’s   start   by   taking   a   breath.   
When   you’re   ready,   hold   your   hands   out   in   front   of   you   like   this.   Imagine   holding   all   of   your   feelings   in   your   
hands--   all   the   sadness,   exhaustion,   worry,   anger,   numbness,   confusion,   discomfort,   urgency...   How   does   that   
feel?   Is   it   heavy?   Warm?   Bumpy   or   smooth?   Do   your   feelings   bubble   around   or   sit   calmly   in   your   palms?   
  



When   you’re   ready,   gently   gather   up   your   feelings   and   place   them   in   a   safe   spot--   tightly   in   your   other   hand,   in   
your   heart,   in   your   mind,   or   somewhere   else   you   know   they   will   be   safe.   
  

Put   your   hands   back   out   in   front   of   you   again,   empty   now.   And   breathe.   
Your   empty   hands   have   room   now   for   other   people’s   feelings   and   stories,   if   that   is   what’s   asked   of   you.   The   
nice   thing   about   empty   hands   is   that   they’re   ready   to   do   lots   of   different   things,   depending   on   what   is   needed.  
  

Today,   I   had   enough   room   in   my   heart   to   hold   all   of   my   feelings;   I   have   room   to   help   someone   else.   But   
sometimes   I   don’t   have   enough   room,   and   I   need   to   ask   my   friends   and   community   members   if   their   hands   are   
empty   to   help   hold   some   of   my   feelings.   I   always   try   to   say,   “Hey   Amy,   are   your   hands   empty   enough   to   help   
me   hold   some   of   my   sadness   right   now?”   
  

Amy:    When   I   can   say,   “yes,”   I   try   my   best   to   listen   with   great   care   so   that   I   learn   more   about   how   to   hold   space   
and   what   is   needed.   I   also   try   do   my   best   to   make   sure   that   I   am   taking   care   of   myself   and   my   spirit   so   that   I   
am   able   to   make   space   for   my   community   as   much   as   possible.   And   sometimes   I   ask   Nico   and   others   if   their   
hands   are   empty   enough   to   help   me   hold   some   of   my   feelings.   And   that   is   okay,   too.     
  

I   don’t   always   get   it   right,   but   I   am   so   glad   to   have   a   church   community   that   reminds   me   to   practice   doing   this   
work   so   I   can   learn   to   be   a   better   listener   and   to   be   better   at   holding   hard   things   together.     
  

I   invite   you,   as   you   move   through   the   day   and   beyond,   to   practice   making   space   for   noticing   and   naming   what   
you   are   holding,   then   taking   some   time   to   make   space   for   listening   and   learning.   We   can   hold   this   work   
together.    
  

INTRODUCTION   TO   THE   OFFERING    -   Jillian   Lampert   
Our   offering   today   supports   the   work   of   our   congregation.    Please   be   generous   as   you   are   able.     

  
OFFERTORY   -    Stone   Catcher     by   Carol   Caouette,   sung   by   the   Amity   Choir   of   First   Unitarian   Church,   
Portland,   Oregon   
  

One   morning   I   woke   up   and   I   knew   what   to   do   
I’d   catch   all   the   stones   that   everyone   threw   
I’d   catch   all   the   sorrow   that   I   could   in   a   day   
Then   I’d   take   all   the   stones   and   I’d   throw   them   away.     
  

Don’t   ask   why,   say   “We   must   all   be   free.”   
Don   ask   when,   say   “You   can   count   on   me.”   
  

One   morning   I   woke   up   and   I   knew   what   to   do   
I’d   catch   all   the   stones   that   everyone   threw   
I’d   catch   all   the   anger    that   I   could   in   a   day   
Then   I’d   take   all   the   stones   and   I’d   throw   them   away.     
  

One   morning   I   woke   up   and   I   knew   what   to   do   
I’d   catch   all   the   stones   that   everyone   threw   
I’d   catch   all   the   injustice    that   I   could   in   a   day   
Then   I’d   take   all   the   stones   and   I’d   throw   them   away.     
  
  



READING     V.   Safford   
The   first   reading   is   from   Imani   Perry,   from   her   memoir   Breathe,   which   is   a   letter   to   her   two   young   sons.   She   
teaches   African   American   studies   at   Princeton.    
  

“It   must   be   terrifying   to   raise   a   Black   boy   in   America.”    I’ve   heard   this   from   everybody   and   their   mother,   and   
their   father   too.   Without   hesitation   they   speculate   as   if   it   is   a   statement   of   fact.    I   look   into   their   wide   eyes.   I   see   
them   hungry   for   my   suffering,   or   crude   with   sympathy,   or   grateful   they   are   not   in   such   a   circumstance.   
Sometimes   they   are   even   curious.   It   makes   my   blood   boil.   I   seldom   answer   a   word.     
  

I   do   not   want   to   be   their   emotional   spectacle.    I   want   them   to   admit   that   you   are   people.   Black   boys.    People.   
This   fact,   simple   as   it   is,   shouldn’t   linger   on   the   surface.    It   should   penetrate.    It   often   doesn’t.    Not   in   this   
country   anyway.    But   no   matter   how   many   say   so,   my   sons,   you   are   not   a   problem.    Mothering   you   is   not   a   
problem.   It   is   a   gift,   a   vast   one,   breathtaking   and   beautiful.     
  

In   the   Catholic   tradition   there   is   a   form   of   grace.   It   is   the   stuff   of   your   soul.    It   is   not   defined   by   moments   of   
mercy   or   opportunity.   It   is   not   good   things   happening   to   you.    Rather   it   is   the   good   thing   that   is   in   you,   
regardless   of   what   happens.   You   carry   this   down   through   generations,   same   as   the   epigenetic   trauma   of   a   
violent   slave   master’s   society.    But   the   grace   is   the   bigger   part.    It   is   what   made   the   ancestors   hold   on   so   we   
could   become.     
  

You   are   gifted   with   something,   and   it   is   important.    You   have   seen   Black   men   of   every   stripe,   of   every   sort,   for   
the   entirety   of   your   life.    Famous   and   homeless.    Athelete,   intellectual,   musician,   teacher,   businessman,   public   
servant,   fast-food   worker.   I   mean   hearing   their   stories.    The   range   of   dispositions   and   tones   of   laughter.   
Accents   and   nationalities   and   drawls   and   swagger   and   awkwardness.    Hyper-masculine   and   elegantly   feminine   
and   every   variation   in   between.    And   you   are   members   of   this   collaged   confederacy,   which,   as   a   through   line   
through   all   manner   of   circumstance,   can   share   the   Marvin   Gaye   refrain,   “makes   me   wanna   holler,   the   way   they   
do   my   life..   makes   me   wanna   holler,   throw   up   both   hands.”     
  

My   children.    You   have   seen   us,   the   adults   in   your   world,   impotent   to   protect   the   children   or   the   mothers   or   the   
fathers,   or   to   bring   our   lost   ones   back.    We   have   failed   completely   at   making   those   who   act   with   violent   
impunity   stop   what   they   are   doing.    They   know   they   can   take   our   lives   without   consequence,   stage   theaters    of   
our   humiliation.   And   yet   your   power   sustains.     
  

And   I   know   that   despite   my   fear,   I   cannot   clip   your   wings,   as   though   cowering   is   a   respectful   tribute   to   the   
beauty   we   have   lost.    No,   I   want   your   wingspan   wide.    To   honor   the   departed,   ancestral   and   immediate,   BE.   
Living   defined   by   terror   is   destructive   of   the   spirit.    And   it   is   submission.    But   joy,   even   in   slivers,   shows   up   
everywhere.    Take   it,   and   keep   taking   it.    Breathe.    I   told   you   not   to   raise   your   hands   up   in   the   “don’t   shoot”   
position.   I   told   you   to   raise   your   right   fists,   how   I   was   taught.    Power.   Joy.   Breathe.     

  
  

MUSIC            Better   Get   It   Right   the   First   Time   -   Rhiannon   Giddens    (recording)   
    

READING       Rev.   Sara   Goodman     
  

EVERY   MORNING   Boykinator5318     
    

He   wakes   up.   
And   starts   to   get   ready   for   his   day.   
He   brushes   his   teeth     



Because   his   mama   always   said   she   wouldn’t   let   any   son   of   hers   go   out   with   booty   breath.   
He   shaves   his   face.   
Just   like   she   had   always   taught   him   
Far   better   than   any   man   ever   could.   
Or   at   least,   
She   tried   her   best.   
He   took   out   the   nice   shirt   and   pants   his   mama   had   pressed   for   him   
She   said   no   son   of   hers   would   go   out   lookin   ragged   in   unpressed   clothes.   
He   thanked   her.   
He   looked   in   the   mirror   at   the   image   staring   back   at   him.   
He   looked   at   the   clean-shaven   face,   
Pearly   white   teeth,   
And   the   freshly   pressed   shirt   
Over   his   dark   skin.   
He   squared   his   shoulders   
Because   no   son   of   his   mamas   should   walk   anything   but   tall.     
    

Little   does   he   know   
His   mama’s   been   up   for   hours.   
Another   boy   dead   in   the   street   on   the   news.   
She   remembered   the   first   time   she   brought   home     
Her   beautiful   son.   
He   was   a   
Beautiful   
Beautiful   boy   
In   his   eyes   
She   saw   all   the   pain   he   knew   he   would   see   
She   saw   all   that   struggle   she   knew   he   would   face.   
And   it   terrified   her.   
Because   she   loved   him   with   every   fiber   of   her   being   
Every   tooth   and   nail   
Every   pore     
Every   tear.   
So   she   pressed   his   shirts     
And   made   sure   he   brushed   his   teeth   
Taught   him   please   and   thank   you   
And   sir   and   ma’am   
Made   him   stand   tall   
And   put   a   good   head   on   his   shoulders   
And   hoped,   it   would   be   enough.   
Because   what   do   you   tell   your   son   to   protect   him   from   dying?   
When   who   knows   if   the   other   mamas   will   teach   their   white   children   to   stop   the   killing.   
    

Every   morning   
She   makes   him   kiss   her   goodbye   
As   he   walks   out   the   door     
Into   the   world.   
Every   morning   she   prays  
That   it   is   not   the   last   time   she   sees   her   son   



Who   is   now   a   
Beautiful   
Beautiful   
Man.   
    

Every   morning     
He   kisses   his   mother   goodbye   
Because   she   taught   him   how   to   be   a   man   
Better   than   any   man   ever   could.   
Or   at   least,   
She   tried   her   best.   
And   he   stands   tall   
Because   he   is   proud   to   be   her   son   
    
  

Our   questions   this   week   in   the   Monday   ENews   were   these:   
    

• How   do   you   prepare   to   go   out   into   a   dangerous   world?     
• How   do/did   you   prepare   your   children   to   go   out   into   the   dangerous   world?   
  

For   just   a   few   moments,   and   into   the   music   that   follows,   let’s   hold   a   time   of   silence   together.   
  

MUSIC        The   Women   Gather    (Sweet   Honey   in   the   Rock)     
  

SERMON        Accident/Intention   V   Safford   
PRAYER   

  
HYMN     -    There   is   More   Love   Somewhere      Singing   the   LIving   Tradition   #95   
There   is   more   love   somewhere   
There   is   move   love   somewhere   
I’m   gonna   keep   on   till   I   find   it   
There   is   more   love   somewhere.   
  

There   is   more   hope…   
There   is   more   peace…   
There   is   justice…   
There   is   more   love…   
  

CLOSING   WORDS Jillian   Lampert   
Please   join   me   in   the   closing   words:    
May   peace   dwell   within   our   hearts,   and   understanding   in   our   minds.   
May   courage   steel   our   will,   and   love   of   truth   forever   guide   us.   
  

FAREWELL      -   Rev.   Sara   Goodman    
Thank   you   all   for   being   here   today.     
We   hope   newcomers   and   visitors   will   join   us   right   after   the   service   for   a   brief   welcome   with   ministry   staff.   And   
all   are   welcome   to   join   us   at   11:15   for   cyber   social   hour   -    for   conversation   and   connection.   The   link   is   in   the   
chat.    Be   well,   friends.   We   are   sending   you   love   from   all   of   us,   at   all   of   our   locations.       

  



POSTLUDE        Freedom   is   a   Constant   Struggle   -   Charlotte’s   Web   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     
  

They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   dying   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   dying   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   dying   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     
  

They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   mourning   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   mourning   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   mourning   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     
  

They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   struggle   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     
  

They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   sorrow   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   sorrow   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   sorrow   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     
  

They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   hunger   
They   say   that    freedom   is   a   constant   hunger   
They   say   that   freedom   is   a   constant   hunger   
Oh,   Lord,   we’ve   struggled   so   long,   we   must   be   free,   we   must   be   free.     


